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We Are Not Allowed To Give Legal Advice In This Guide 
We know the arguments the insurance company will make – and so should you – even before you file your 

claim.  You entered an adversarial system (a fight) when you were injured.  The insurance industry has spent 
millions of dollars to inflame the public against us.  We will be in this together.  We are not allowed, however, 

to give legal advice in this Guide.  We can offer suggestions and identify traps, but please do not construe 
anything in this Guide as legal advice until you have agreed to hire us AND we have agreed in writing to 

accept your case.  Remember, legal advice can only be given when an attorney is thoroughly familiar with the 
particular facts of your case.
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Introduction 
n a personal injury case, your attorney and the quality of your attorney-client 
relationship matter.  Both can add tremendous value to your case.  Yet most 
personal injury attorneys spend zero time teaching their clients how to be better 
plaintiffs and most potential clients spend little or no time learning about their 

case before retaining a lawyer.  But you are different because you are reading this guide. 

Until you understand how a personal injury case works and what the best trial lawyers 
do in a case, how can you possibly know whether your case is at its absolute best.  
Think of all the other “services” in life where you take the time to learn about the 
service before you hire a professional.  Some people, when they take their car to get 
repaired, will ask for a description of what’s wrong so they can go learn about the 
problem first before authorizing the repair.  They obtain peace of mind they are getting 
what they paid for.  Other people take the time to interview accountants and certified 
financial planners before hiring them.  Of course to interview someone, you first need 
to know about the subject area. 

It is sobering to think the exact same set of facts in a case can have tremendously 
different values depending on who your attorney is and how you interact with 
him/her.  Yet this happens in cases every day. 

This guide is the result of three observations we have made over the course of our legal 
careers.  One was the frustration when we were on the other side, defending personal 
injury cases, where some clients did not cooperate in their own case.  This was partly 
because people do not choose to be sued, partly because the average client thought 
they had enough insurance so why bother defending the case when the insurance 
company is just going to pay anyway, and partly because defense lawyers take on too 
many cases to spend time building the attorney-client relationship.  That is why we are 
now highly selective in the cases we accept.  We want to ensure the attorney-client 
relationship brings additional value to our clients. 

A second observation was seeing how a party and/or their attorney did not perform 
litigation tasks well lost the momentum in their case.  This in turn decreased the 
strength of either the plaintiff’s or defense’s case, thereby changing the value of the 
case as well.  What is so frustrating about this observation is it had nothing to do with 
the law.  It is solely the dynamics of the clients, the attorneys, and the attorney-client 
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relationships.  Again, we have developed our practice to foster attorney-client 
relationships that permit us to add value to our clients’ cases by assertively executing in 
their cases. 

Third, a lawyer must, absolutely must, become emotionally engaged in a case.  A jury 
can tell in the first ten seconds of a trial whether the attorney is passionate about 
his/her client’s case.  If the attorney is not emotional about his/her case, then why 
should a jury get emotional?  Fortunately for us this is much easier to achieve on the 
plaintiff’s side of a personal injury case.  After all, you were hurt by someone else’s 
wrongdoing.  The sense of justice and fairness insists we be emotional about what 
happened and in seeking out full and fair compensation. 

We developed this guide to address these three observations.  We know that you, by 
reading this guide, are interested in your own case.  Also, by understanding your case 
you will appreciate the tasks that lie ahead and will be that much better suited for 
adding value to your own case.  We are also at our best emotionally when we know our 
client shares the same passion about their case as we do. 

Finally, the legal profession is one of continual learning.  The case law changes every 
week as the appellate courts issue new opinions.  We also continually learn from our 
clients on how we can become better trial lawyers.  We are always grateful to clients 
and potential clients who send questions or requests for additional information.  So 
please let us know your thoughts accordingly so our future clients may benefit from 
your suggestions. 
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The 4 Stages of Personal 
Injury Litigation 
How a personal injury case develops and what to expect 

ost clients do not appreciate how long a personal injury case can take, 
especially when their attorney is committed to preparing the case for trial.  
To succeed in your case, you must understand your case will go through a 
“life-cycle” with four distinct stages.  Each stage has its own unique 

problems, challenges, and opportunities.  You have to understand and appreciate the 
stage your case is currently in and develop the corresponding set of expectations and 
direction in order to either maximize value or move through that state and further into 
litigation, where your case’s value should continue to increase. 

 

Stage  
Pre-Suit 

 
Negotiations 

 
Litigation 

 
Trial 

Description 

Time between your 
accident and a 
lawsuit 

Period where you 
try to settle your 
case without filing 
a lawsuit 

The lawsuit -  can 
range from 8 
months to 2 years. 

Trial.  Enough 
said. 

Problem 

Don’t know what 
you’re doing; Don’t 
know what your 
attorney is doing 

Don’t know what 
your case is worth; 
Getting 
negotiations 
second-hand 

Time consuming; 
Lots of paperwork 

Intimidating and 
time consuming 

Challenge 

Getting your feet 
on the ground 

Establishing value 
of your case; 
Understanding 
economics of 
moving forward to 
litigation 

Meeting deadlines 
and generally 
executing better 
than the other side 

Persuade jury your 
case is worth what 
it is and not 
receive less than 
offered in pre-suit 
negotiations 

Opportunity 

To get head start 
on other side and 
“locking-in” your 
case’s value 

Setting initial 
impression with 
insurance adjuster; 
chance to settle 
without trial 

To constantly put 
pressure on the 
other side, thereby 
increasing your 
case’s value 

To exceed pre-suit 
offer;  having your 
day in court 

(Figure 1) 

M 
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 The Pre-Suit Stage 
Depending on the facts of your case, you 
may have upwards of two (2) years from 
the date of your accident to file a lawsuit.1  
This is known as the Statute of 
Limitations.  You have time to slow down 
and prepare – prepare your case and 
prepare to hire an attorney.  At this stage 

of your case, there are a couple of objectives: 

• First and foremost, work on your recovery by receiving the appropriate 
medical care; 

• Organize and document your case; and 
• Seek out and retain an attorney (see Chapter 7 for an in depth discussion). 

 
Your Medical Care 
The most important thing for you to do at this stage is to recover from your injuries.  
The law requires injured people “mitigate their damages.”  In other words, you must 
do everything possible to improve your physical condition and recover.  You should be 
concerned about not missing scheduled appointments with your doctor.  The words 
“no show” on a doctor’s record can be used against you by arguing you weren’t that 
hurt if you were able to skip medical treatment.  Same goes for physical therapy.  Keep 
your appointments and actively participate in your recovery.  Physical therapists will 
note in their records whether you are doing your exercises or are not interested in 
helping yourself.  Finally, do what your doctor tells you and his/her advice with respect 
to work and leisure activities.  We know some people are not in the position to miss 
work, but it is important to follow your doctor’s orders for a speedy recovery and to 
enhance your recovery.  We will attempt to recover your lost earnings as part of your 
total compensation. 

Many of our clients are also concerned about how to pay for their medical bills.  Your 
bills may be paid by the following: 

                                                                        

1 There is an important exception to this rule.  Where the other party is a State, County or Municipality there 
is a much shorter time limit.  If you case involves such a party, you must contact an attorney immediately to 
protect your rights for suing this individual. 

Description 
Time between your accident and 
a lawsuit 

Problem 
Don’t know what you’re doing; 
Don’t know what your attorney is 
doing 

Challenge Getting your feet on the ground 

Opportunity 
To get head start on other side 
and “locking-in” your case’s 
value 
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• Your health insurance; 
• Medical payments insurance coverage that is either part of your auto 

insurance or the auto insurance of the owner of the car; 
• Your own money; 
• Workers’ compensation, if you injury occurred while you were on the job; 
• The insurance of the person who hurt you; and 
• Other possible sources, including a doctor treating you on a lien (i.e. IOU). 

 
In most cases where there is no immediate source of payment, a medical provider will 
wait for payment until the case is resolved.  It is important to let your provider know if 
you do not have insurance or the money to pay for bills so they can discuss other 
options with you.  We will usually pay medical providers from any settlement or court 
verdict.  Many times the paperwork you are signing at each medical facility gives the 
provider a right (called a subrogation or lien) to take money from your case result. 

Organizing and Documenting Your Case 
One of the most important things you can do to help your own case is to keep accurate 
medical records by: 

• Asking for a medical bill each time you see a doctor or facility – EVEN if 
your insurance is paying for it; 

• Save all prescription bills and bottles.  Sometimes a pile of pill bottles in 
front of a jury works better than words in describing your ordeal; 

• Keep a separate chart/list with dates, amounts of medical bills, and 
purchases of medication or equipment.  This amount may be greater than 
just medical bills because you could be buying such things as heating pads, 
sleeping aids, supportive devices, etc.  We may use this list to show the 
other side or the jury how much trouble you have in dealing with your 
injuries. 
 

Even though we will obtain copies of your medical bills and records directly from the 
medical facilities, your documents will provide a crucial double-check process that 
assures your claim is settled for maximum value.  You can’t ask for what you don’t 
know.  Numerous times our firm has requested medical bills and only received partial 
bills because the facility started outsourcing its billing in the middle of your treatment 
or the services are all billed through separate companies. 

Another critical task that you, as the client, are responsible for is organizing and 
documenting how your life was affected by the accident.  You want to do the 
following: 

• Keep any written statements you made or someone else gave, whether to 
the police, a doctor, or an insurance investigator. If you do not have copies 
of these statements, at least make a note of you remembering or seeing a 
statement given. 

In Georgia, the 
“full & complete” 
compensation 
rule gives your 
lawyer arguments 
to not repay your 
health insurance 
company  
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• Keep all letters to/from insurance adjusters, including emails, and any 
business cards that anyone has handed you. 

• Keep a journal/diary of how your life has been affected by the accident.  
List the things you cannot do now and things you can still do but with 
pain. Describe how your day is with pain or embarrassing incidents that 
happen because of your injuries.  Keep each entry short and to the point.  
We will use this journal to craft a compelling argument for your pain and 
suffering damages.  If you do not write this stuff down as it happens, you 
will forget all the little things and will not be able to tell me how your life 
was affected. 

• Keep all proof of your car’s property damage.  This includes photographs, 
repair estimates, or repair bills.  The damage to your car is usually very 
compelling evidence of how severe the accident was. 

• Locate or obtain a copy of your insurance policy.  We will review your 
policies policy to determine if you have additional insurance coverage 
available. 
 

 

How We Organize Your Case 
After you have retained us, we begin doing some or all of the following things: 

• Obtaining witness statements; 
• Obtaining police reports; 
• Inspecting the scene of the accident; 
• Conducting legal research to begin to shape your case’s litigation strategy; 
• Obtaining and review all medical bills and records; and 
• Possibly hiring an investigator to further investigate the details of the 

accident 
 

We will also contact the insurance company for the person, persons, or company who 
caused the accident to tell them you are now represented by an attorney and they are 
not to contact you directly. 

All attorneys should be doing the above things for you.  This is the bare minimum.  We 
can’t speak for every personal injury attorney, but we can tell you that in addition to the 
above items we also: 

• Educate and teach clients about their case and the litigation process; 
• Analyze the client’s insurance policies to see if we can find more coverage; 
• Meet with experts, when appropriate, to help fashion the investigation in 

such a way an expert has everything they need later. 
 

Finally, the biggest action item while we are in pre-suit investigation is to begin putting 
together your trial notebook.  A trial notebook is a tool trial lawyers use to organize 
their entire case for trial.  It contains checklists of evidence, legal research on the 
admissibility of evidence, witness lists, questions to pick a jury, and numerous other 
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items.  Why do we do this, even before we try to settle?  Because your trial is the end 
destination.  It is like driving.  You can’t drive by looking right in front of your car or 
you wouldn’t be able to avoid road hazards by adjusting your course.  Instead, you 
focus on the horizon, where you want to go.  Your trial notebook is a visual reminder 
to me of where we are going and that we need to prepare your case for trial from day 
one.  Some attorneys will not do this work up front and instead wait until a failed 
settlement to begin working this way.  We disagree with this approach.  The strength of 
your case, and its corresponding value, is directly related to how prepared your case is.  
Our favorite moments occur when we attend hearings or other meetings with 
opposing counsel and they see the trial notebook just getting bigger and bigger.  They 
may not say it, but they know where they are headed if they don’t settle and they also 
know how prepared we are. 

 

 The Pre-Suit Negotiations Stage 
First, you must know it is impossible in 
the early stages of a personal injury claim 
to predict when a particular claim will 
actually settle.  Some cases settle in a 
matter of months after the injury while 
others take years.  We usually wait until 
you have completed recovery from your 
injury, or have at least come close to 
recovery, before trying to settle your case.  
Why?  Because it is important to know: 

• What is the total amount of your medical bills; 
• Is any further medical treatment necessary, and if so how much will it cost; 
• Whether your injuries are permanent, and if so, how they affect your 

earning capacity; 
• What your total loss income was because of your injuries and whether it is 

likely you will lose future income. 
 

What Is My Case Worth? 

One of the most frequently asked questions clients ask is “How much is my case 
worth?”  Figuring out how much your case is worth is a critical aspect of any accident 
case for both of us.  It drives many decisions, including when to settle versus when to 
go to trial and how much money we will spend2 on preparing your case.  In this 
section, we will tell you some of the different issues we take into consideration when 
coming up with your case's settlement value.  They include: 

• The amount of your medical bills. 
                                                                        

2 I provide all the funds up front to fund your case but you will reimburse me out of the money I receive for 
you. 

Description 
The negotiation period where 
you try to settle your case 
without having to file a lawsuit 

Problem 
You don’t know what your case 
is worth; You are getting the 
negotiations second-hand 

Challenge 

Establishing the value of your 
case; Understanding the 
economics of moving forward to 
litigation 

Opportunity 

Setting initial impression with 
insurance adjuster; chance to 
settle without expense and time 
of trial 
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• How much income and other employment benefits were lost as a result of 
your injury. This would include lost pay, sick leave used, vacation time 
used, loss of insurance benefits and other losses resulting from your injury. 

• The actual extent of your injury and how such injury affected your daily 
life. This would include limitations of household activities, sports and 
leisure activities, and social life. 

• Whether or not any aspect of your injuries are permanent. This would also 
include permanent disfigurement such as scars, blemishes and other disfig-
uring characteristics. 

• Whether your injuries are new or old injuries that were aggravated. 
• Whether any of your injuries required hospitalization. 
• The extent of liability on the part of the potential defendant. 
• Whether there is any evidence you were partly at fault. 
• The status of the law as it relates to your case. 
• The quality of your witnesses, including those who will testify about the 

incident, your injuries, and your medical treatment. 
• Other factors such as pain, suffering, inconvenience and loss of 

consortium (how the injury affected your marital relationship). 
• Which insurance company is involved in the case. 

 
The above are just a few of the factors that must be taken into consideration in 
determining a settlement value. Some factors are more important than others and 
because insurance companies require specific documentation, it is our job to provide 
the insurance company with as much clear information as possible to support your 
claim. 

Who Determines the Settlement Value of my Case? 
We do — you and your attorney.  When the appropriate time comes (see the first 
paragraph of this section), we will write you a comprehensive Evaluation Letter.  This 
letter sets out all the thoughts on your case, including how the witnesses present, your 
damages, insurance coverage, any legal theories we think the defense will raise, the jury 
pool, evidence, status of insurance companies seeking reimbursement, and a settlement 
range.  We talk after you have read this letter.  Ultimately, it is your decision to settle 
your case.  We have had clients who want a trial no matter what, and we have had 
clients who are willing to steeply discount their case to avoid a trial. 
 
Many people think we should begin with a very high demand because the insurance 
company will low-ball our demand.  This is almost never a good idea.  Instead, we 
want our number to be just high enough to permit negotiation down to our real 
valuation number.  It is very important that our first demand be reasonable and well 
documented. 
 
The Negotiation Process 

After we have decided on a number we think your case is worth, we then write a 
demand letter to the insurance company.  This is a lengthy letter where we essentially 
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argue to the adjuster what your case is worth and why.  We attach medical bills and 
other select pieces of evidence that help support our number 

The insurance company will respond with an offer.  In most cases the amount of time 
from our demand letter to the insurance company’s response is several weeks to a few 
months, though it could be longer.  The smaller the case, and the more clear-cut 
liability is, the quicker the process moves.  There are many factors that can affect the 
response time for the adjuster’s final offer such as:  

• How many claims the adjuster is handling;  
• How well we document your claim;  
• Whether liability is clear;  
• Whether there are other defendants; and  
• How reasonable our demand is. 

 
If we agree to settlement, it usually takes between 2 and 6 weeks to complete the 
process.  First we must agree to a Release that is proper in its scope.  A Release is a 
legal contract you sign releasing the other person/company from liability in exchange 
for money.  Sometimes we will want to make sure the release is not very broad in 
nature, especially if we are pursuing other people as well.  It also takes insurance 
companies several days to process settlement checks once the paperwork is agreed 
upon. 

 The Litigation Stage 
Often times trying to negotiate a 
reasonable settlement with an insurance 
company is a waste of time.  More and 
more insurance companies are taking very 
aggressive stances in settling car accident 
claims.  Certain insurance companies have 
reputations for making absurdly low 
settlement offers (something we will tell 

you in your Evaluation Letter).  Other times an insurance company has no intent of 
settling and uses pre-suit negotiations to conduct its investigation into you, your 
medical history, and what kind of attorneys we are.  For these reasons it may be to our 
advantage to file a lawsuit before negotiations fail.  Of course if negotiations fail, we file 
a lawsuit straight away. 

As we mentioned above, we prepare your case for trial from day one.  Most of the time 
we will even send the lawsuit paperwork along with our demand letter to the adjuster.  
It lets the adjuster know we have done all the work for a lawsuit and simply need to 
drive to the courthouse to file the paperwork. 

Once we file a lawsuit, deadlines begin.  These deadlines offer strategic opportunities to 
force the other side into reconsidering settlement.  The biggest deadline of them all is 
the trial date. 

Description The lawsuit -  can range from 8 
months to 2 years. 

Problem 
Time consuming; Lots of 
paperwork 

Challenge 
Meeting deadlines and generally 
executing better than the other 
side 

Opportunity 
To constantly put pressure on 
the other side, thereby 
increasing your case’s value 
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Your lawsuit begins when we file a “Complaint” with the Court.  This document sets 
out all our reasons for suing and puts the other person on notice as to what our claims 
are.  The Sheriff then serves the Complaint along with something called a Summons 
on the people we are suing.  The Defendant(s) then have either 30 or 45 days to file an 
Answer, which has to admit or deny all our various points in our Complaint. 

Once the other side answers, the lawsuit moves into what is known as “Discovery.”  
Discovery is a fact-finding period and is controlled by various Court rules and lasts a 
minimum of 6 months.  The purpose of modern Discovery is to require each side to 
share its evidence with the other parties.  Of course you only share what they ask for 
and do not have to volunteer information.  The Discovery process usually entails 
sending and answering written questions, called Interrogatories.  You also generally 
send and receive requests for documents or requests to inspect things.  You should 
know that the defense attorney will most likely have access to your medical records, 
work history, and in some cases your financial records.  There are exceptions and 
certain things like mental health records are protected by law. 

The Discovery process will also most likely include depositions.  A deposition is a face-
to-face meeting where the other attorney gets to ask a witness questions under oath.  
The witness must answer those questions and a court reporter writes down everything 
said.  Many different kinds of witnesses can be deposed including you, your doctors, 
your family members, eyewitnesses and corporations.  If the other side requests your 
deposition, we will spend a lot of time preparing you.  Your conduct at your own 
deposition has the power to dramatically increase or decrease the value of your case.  It 
can also affect whether the case will settle or continue to move toward trial. 

Once Discovery is complete, the Court will normally order both sides to mediation.  
Mediation is where the parties get together face-to-face and hire a neutral attorney or 
judge to “referee” settlement negotiations.  Mediations are confidential and cannot be 
used against either party at trial.  Mediations are helpful and we will prepare for it just 
like it is a mini-trial. 

The other activity you are likely to see during litigation is motions.  Motions are written 
requests asking the Court to do something or not do something based on facts and the 
law.  Motions can range from asking the Court to exclude the other party’s expert 
witness, to forcing a non-responsive party to answer Discovery requests. 

If mediation fails, your case will proceed to trial. 

 The Trial Stage 
Trial begins with preparation.  We will 
meet several times before trial to get 
prepared.  On the first day of trial, the 
parties will pick a jury.  Typically, the 
Judge will ask a series of questions and 
the attorneys will ask a series of questions.  
Both the Judge and the Attorneys can 

Description The actual trial of your case 

Problem 
Intimidating and time 

consuming; Not knowing what a 
jury will do 

Challenge 
Persuade jury your case is worth 
what it and not receive less than 
offered in pre-suit negotiations 

Opportunity To exceed pre-suit offer;  Having 
your day in court 
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exclude certain jurors based on their answers.  When we pick jurors, we look for 
certain characteristics we believe are favorable to our side of the case and exclude those 
that are not favorable. 

Once a jury is seated, both sides make Opening Statements.  Attorneys in Georgia are 
not allowed to argue at this point, but can only tell the jury what they are going to see 
and hear during the case.  It is a chance to tell the jury what our side of the case is 
about.  

After Opening Statements, each side presents evidence.  The plaintiff goes first because 
we have the burden of proving our case.  Evidence in a car accident case usually 
consists of witnesses, medical bills, photographs, and other documents.  Depending on 
the complexity of the case, experts may also testify.  Each side has the opportunity to 
cross-examine the other side’s witnesses.  Cross-examination almost always includes 
trying to poke holes in the other side’s case, catching witnesses changing their story, or 
showing that a witness is biased toward one side. 

Next, the parties get to do their Closing Arguments, which almost everyone has seen 
on TV.  We (and the opposing attorney) get to summarize what our case is about and 
why we should get the money we are asking for.  The defense will almost always argue 
that we did not meet our burden of proof.  Do not be alarmed, that is their job and it is 
expected well ahead of time. 

Then the jury goes out and decides your case.  In certain circumstances an appeal may 
be necessary, but you do not get to appeal simply because you do not like the verdict.  
There must be a legal ground (i.e. mistake or error) that occurred during the trial. 
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Dealing with Insurance 
Adjusters 
The single focus of  their job is to pay you less 

erhaps it is best to start with a true story about Allstate Insurance Company.  
You know … the “good hands” people.  In 1997 Janet Jones was severely 
injured when a teenager ran a stop sign and T-boned her vehicle.  She was 
ejected from her car because of a defective seatbelt.  Her injuries were severe, 

including closed head injuries and the loss of an eye.  Her medical bills exceeded 
$75,000 while the teenager only had $25,000 of Allstate insurance to pay her.  Allstate 
contacted Ms. Jones three days after her accident and said it would act as her claims 
representative for the accidents.  It encouraged her to “trust” them and promised to 
make an “appropriate offer of compensation.”  Importantly, it also threatened to stop 
“representing her” if she hired an attorney. 

Allstate then told Ms. Jones she needed to settle with the teenager for $25,000 policy 
limits.  By doing so, Ms. Jones relinquished her claim against the seat belt 
manufacturer, causing her to lose hundreds of thousands of dollars in possible 
compensation.  The bottom line was Allstate knew the settlement would benefit them, 
but hurt Ms. Jones.   

Ms. Jones hired an attorney to go after Allstate for their misrepresentations.  That 
attorney subpoenaed Allstate’s training manuals, revealing a treasure trove of 
immorality.  Adjusters were taught to bilk injured citizens.  They were trained to 
contact accident victims immediately after the accident and convince the injured that 
they were their “representative” for the claims process.  They sent accident victims a 
brochure telling them they did not need attorneys for fair treatment or settlements.  Its 
goal was to remove attorneys from the process altogether so it could pay less and make 
more.  Fortunately this story has a happy ending.  A Judge ruled against Allstate and 
awarded Ms. Jones damages. 

After we have notified the insurance company about your claim, they will establish a 
file on you and your case.  The insurance company will assign an adjuster to your file, 
as well as a claims manager or claims supervisor.  The supervisor may assign different 
adjusters to your case as it progresses, for instance when your claim moves from pre-

P 
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suit to a lawsuit, or when your damages jump above a certain amount.  The insurance 
adjuster will do almost the same investigation we will and they are more apt to use 
private investigators because they have the money to do so and not the manpower.  In 
addition to the usual investigation into the accident, the insurance company will also 
run your name, driver’s license, and SSN through a national claims database shared by 
all the insurance companies.  This database will tell them if you have ever been in 
another accident or whether you have ever made a claim for insurance proceeds. 

Many insurance companies today use computer software to evaluate the value of your 
claim.  The most well known is the imposing sounding Colossus, originally used by 
Allstate and State Farm.  The computer software takes in a variety of variables, such as 
your age and the diagnostic codes in your medical records and spits out a value.  Your 
initial thought should be: “How can a computer tell me what my pain and suffering is 
worth?”  And the answer you already know is it cannot.  That is why your best bet is to 
hire an attorney who will take your case quickly past this sham of a claims evaluation 
and directly into litigation.  This is something clients are choosing to do more and 
more often.  Still, your attorney must be familiar with how insurance companies 
operate and evaluate claims. 

Insurance Industry Settlement Tactics 
The Janet Jones story above should make you aware the insurance company is 
your adversary.  In addition to that story and some of the behavior we are about to 
discuss, the industry has spent billions of dollars on advertising and PR to poison 
the jury pool into thinking accident claims are out of control with runaway 
verdicts.  You may have been led to think as much, that is until you were injured 
and it was YOUR pain and suffering that was finally at issue. 
 
The insurance industry trains all of its adjusters to pay as little as possible.  Some 
reward adjusters who save money with bonuses and promotions.  There are many 
ways the insurance companies try to drive down cases.  Here are a few: 
 

• Delay.  Adjusters know, and we all should admit, that using delay tactics 
wears a lot of people down to the point they say enough already, this isn’t 
worth it, and settle for less just to have it over with.  Also remember you 
usually only have 2 years in Georgia to file a personal injury lawsuit. 

• Requesting Lots of Unnecessary Information.  This is also a type of delay 
tactic but also acts psychologically to make people think they do not have 
a case or have problems with their case so they should settle for less. 

• Disputing Medical Treatment.  This one is the most immoral of them all 
because who is an adjuster, sometimes someone without a college degree 
and certainly no medical training, to say what you need and don’t need. 

• Nickel and Diming your Medical Bills.  Often adjusters will agree to pay 
only 70-90% of your bills, again without any medical training to make such 
a determination.  Adjusters know people are less likely to dispute small 
deductions and will not hire a lawyer over small “adjustments.” 
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• Threaten Your Settlement Value if you Hire an Attorney.  The old rule of 
thumb is the person with the money has the power.  Adjusters know 
people will react if they can threaten to deny or lowball your claim if you 
hire an attorney. 

• Acting as your Friend.  Just like we saw in the Janet Jones story above, 
adjusters are trained to build rapport and act as if they are your 
“representative.” 
 

These are but a few examples of how the insurance industry has made a science 
out of denying claims.  The bottom line is the less they pay out, the more the 
company makes. 
 

The Do’s & Don’ts of Talking to Insurance Adjusters 
Chances are an insurance adjuster will call and interview you before you have even 
hired an attorney.  In fact, it is the adjuster’s call that prompts many clients to seek out 
an attorney.  Remember that adjusters are only seeking information to minimize their 
payout.  During any phone conversations you have with adjusters before you hire an 
attorney (they should not be calling you after you are represented) you SHOULD: 
 

• Write down the name, address, and phone number of the adjuster and his/her 
company; 

• You can and should provide your full name, address, and phone number; 
• Take notes during the conversation; 
• Ask the adjuster if there are any witnesses to the accident; 
• Only describe your injuries in a very general sense.  Do not get specific because 

if you do, the insurance company will later say you are changing your story and 
lying. 
 

Now for the things you SHOULD NOT DO: 
 

• Do not give a recorded statement.  This will only be used against you later on 
and there is no need to give the insurance company free information about 
your case   This is your case, your claim.  You want to be in control of your 
case and the flow of information. 

• Do not make friendly conversation with the adjuster.  Stay strictly business and 
only tell them your contact information, where the accident occurred, the date 
and time it occurred, and the type of accident it was. 

• Absolutely do not agree to ANYTHING. 
• DO NOT SIGN ANYTHING.  Insurance companies sometimes send 

checks and other forms that have release language “hidden” on them. 
• Do not give any information about your family. 
• Do not give the adjuster the names of your doctors. 
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• Do not sign a medical release (also called a HIPAA Release).  Your medical 
records are protected by federal law.  The insurance companies will send out 
very broad releases so that they can go gather all your medical records, even 
records from doctors that did not treat you for this accident. 
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Handling Your Own Claim 
for Your Wrecked Car 
The secret of  getting more money for your wrecked car 

e receive many calls asking if we would help with getting money for a 
person's wrecked car.  The short answer is most likely "No."  Not only 
is it not an effective use of our time, but most people would not be 
able to pay off their car loans with the money they receive after our 

fee.  And that just does not make good business sense. 

Your right to money for repairs or totaling out of your car is called a "property 
damage" (PD) claim by the insurance companies.  When you are involved in an 
accident in Georgia, you actually have two separate claims - one for your property 
damage and one for bodily injuries.  You can bring separate lawsuits for each.  In 
fact, most insurance companies will open two separate claims and use two 
different adjusters. 

Getting the insurance companies to pay for either repairs or the salvage value of 
your car is relatively easy and is something you can do on your own without 
having to involve an attorney.  Here are a couple of things to keep in mind when 
handling your own property claim: 
 

• Diminished value.  If your car is repaired, you are entitled to diminished 
value. Diminished value is the amount of money your car decreases in 
value because it has been in a wreck.  When you go to sell your car, the car 
dealer or buyer can pull a report out of a national database using your car's 
VIN number.  When they see your car was in an accident, it makes your 
car worth less.  In Georgia, you have a legal right for the insurance 
company to compensate you for this lost value, but the insurance 
companies will not volunteer this!  

• Aftermarket parts v. OEM parts.  When the body shop repairs your car, 
they can either use original equipment manufacturer parts (OEM) or 
aftermarket parts.  The insurance companies will tell you the difference in 
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quality between the two types of parts is negligible.  It is no wonder they 
say this, seeing as how aftermarket parts are substantially cheaper than 
OEM parts.  An OEM part may be twice as much as its comparable 
aftermarket part.  Finally, when you go to sell your car, the buyer/dealer 
will look to see what types of parts you used and will adjust the value of 
your car accordingly.  OEM parts increase the value of your car. 
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How Insurance Coverage 
Affects Your Case 
Insurance is usually the only means the other driver has of  paying 
you 

irtually all personal injury settlements and verdicts are paid by insurance 
companies.  This is a good thing because most people do not have the 
funds to pay for your injuries and makes the chore of actually obtaining 
the money for you relatively easy.  Also, insurance companies will pay for 

the other driver to have an attorney.  This is a common feature in insurance 
policies.  One of the first things we do is investigate sources for insurance 
coverage. 

The first place we look to is the other driver.  We will send a formal request to the 
other driver's insurance company as listed on the Police Report.  The insurance 
company must, under Georgia law, respond with the available coverage.  We then 
evaluate the amount of coverage the other driver has against the extent of your 
damages.  If you are unfortunate enough that your damages exceed the other 
driver's policy, then we must seek out other sources of insurance coverage. 

We may be able to bring in additional defendants, such as an employer, who will 
each have their own insurance policies.  We may also review your automobile 
policy(ies) and umbrella policies to determine if you have insurance coverage for 
the accident.  Finally, we can try to "stack" multiple insurance policies in an effort 
to obtain more coverage for your compensation. 

Insurance coverage and the law that allows you to stack policies are very complex.  
If you have suffered serious injuries where your medical bills will exceed $25,000, 
you need to seek out an attorney who is adept in insurance.  The minimum 
insurance required by Georgia is $25,000 and chances are that you will have to 
look for additional sources of compensation. 

V 
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If your damages exceed the other driver's insurance coverage, this is known as a 
"policy limits" case because the numbers support the insurance company offering 
up the entire amount.  If the insurance company does not, the company is 
exposed to bad faith.   

Bad faith occurs when an insurance company refuses to settle a case within its 
policy limits.  It is bad faith because the insurance company, by doing so, exposes 
its customer to an excess verdict (i.e. a verdict greater than the amount of 
insurance) and has acted in bad faith because it had a duty to protect its customer 
from such a situation.  There are all kinds of traps your attorney can use to try and 
set this up.  Once an insurance company knows it is exposed to bad faith, if may 
be willing to pay MORE THAN the insurance coverage.  Again, it is critical you 
retain an attorney who knows insurance law. 
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Tips on Handling Your 
Own Personal Injury Claim 
There is a time when you should think about handling your own 
claim 

here are at least three (3) reasons why/when you should use a lawyer to 
handle your car accident case.  Then, knowing some of you will still go 
forward with handling your own case (and in some instances you are 
probably better off doing so!), we will tell you at a very basic level what 

you must do to help your case.  This information could never replace three years 
of law school, a two-day bar examination, and an attorney's vast experience.  You 
should not rely on anything on this page as legal advice.  Every claim is different 
and may involve different legal issues.  Rather, this article gives you some “To-
Do’s” for setting up and handling your case in terms of gathering and presenting 
evidence. 

Why/When You Need a Lawyer to Handle Your Claim 
Let’s be honest.  The only reason you are thinking about handling your own auto 
accident case is because you do not want to pay an attorney a portion of the funds 
you receive, typically a third.  If an attorney were free, there would never be a 
question in your mind as to whether you are better off with an attorney 
representing you against the insurance company.  Of course you would be.  So 
then, your decision is ultimately based on the question:  “Does retaining an 
attorney increase the value of your case to such an extent to justify the attorney’s 
fee?” 
 
Personal Injury Attorneys Know The Value Of Your Case – The first thing 
that should cross your mind when you are answering the “ultimate question” 
above is what exactly is the value of my case?  Most people first think about 
making a claim to repair the damage to their car (i.e. property damage), they do 
not immediately think about filing a claim against the other driver for personal 
injuries.  A property damage claim is fairly easy to handle because you typically 
only need estimates for repair.  This is why we usually tell people to handle their 
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own property damage claims.  Your personal injury claim; however, is much more 
complex.  There are several different types of damages you may be entitled to 
when you have been in a car accident.  The insurance company’s goal is to pay as 
little as possible and they are never going to give you a fair number as their first 
offer.  And how do you know when the offer is fair?  You don't.  Personal injury 
attorneys know the value range of your case based on experience and handling 
100’s of these types of cases and constantly monitoring verdict reports.  For 
instance, the following is just the tip of the iceberg on things affecting the value of 
your case:  amount of damage to your car; jury pool where the case will be filed; 
delays in seeking medical treatment; types of medical treatment; pre-existing 
injuries; prior/subsequent accidents; your age; and the types of injuries you 
suffered. 
 
You Lose The Threat Of Filing A Lawsuit – You are trying to decide whether 
you can settle your case with the insurance company without hiring an attorney, 
the key word here being “settle.”  Insurance companies always factor into their 
evaluation of your claim the reputation of your lawyer.  If you represent yourself, 
that is a big zero.  When a personal injury lawyer with a reputation for filing 
lawsuits in response to unfair offers represents you, he/she brings immediate 
value to your claim because the insurance company must then factor in the 
additional time, expense, and uncertainty of a lawsuit.  While we are on this point, 
you should also know we have been told that insurance companies track personal 
injury attorneys by their tax ID numbers.  They supposedly keep data on which 
attorneys routinely take less on a case, which do not file lawsuits, etc.  Assuming 
you retain a competent attorney who is also a trial lawyer, you immediately add 
value to your claim by having that attorney involved. 
 
You Will Mess Up Your Case – In a lot of ways, handling your own car accident 
claim is like treating yourself instead of seeing a doctor.  Yes, there is a chance you 
are going to be okay, but there is also the very real risk you can hurt yourself 
further.  If you handle your own case, you are assuming full responsibility for 
meeting all deadlines.  Take the statute of limitations for example.  Insurance 
companies and their attorneys often drag their feet and try to get you to miss the 
statute of limitations so you are barred from filing a lawsuit.  Many people also tell 
insurance companies way more information than they ought to and sooner than 
they should.  And because this process is new to you, you will constantly be 
reacting to what the insurance company is doing when you should be on the 
offense the whole time.  Preparation and how organized you present your 
case/claim is extremely important.  It sends a message you are ready to put the 
insurance company's feet to the fire.  If you have never handled your own claim, 
how are you to know the best way to organize and present your claim?  Finally, if 
you do file a lawsuit by yourself, you will face an attorney who will use the rules of 
evidence and civil procedure against you, knowledge that took three (3) years of 
law school to learn.  In our prior careers as insurance defense attorneys, we 
routinely had cases dismissed against plaintiffs not represented by counsel for a 
whole array of technicalities, and even when a driver was wrong.  This was 
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because the plaintiff always has to meet his/her burden of proof and attorneys are 
trained to use the rules to keep you from doing so. 
 
Handling Your Own Claim 
We believe there is an “ideal” case suited for clients representing themselves.  The 
ideal DIY case is a: 
 

• Rear-end collision; 
• With only “soft-tissue” injuries; and where 
• Total medical bills do not exceed $6,000. 

 
Approximately 43% of all accidents in Georgia are rear-end collisions.  The reason 
we suggest you may be able to handle your own rear-end collision claim is most 
rear-end collisions are admitted liability type cases.  This means the driver who ran 
into you is going to have to admit he/she was at fault.  This is critical to handling 
your own claim because then you only have to handle the damages aspect of your 
case.  This typically means the legal issues are minimal and the real focus is on 
evidence of damages. 
 
Soft-tissue cases involve sprained neck or backs or pain in connective tissue.  One 
recent study stated soft-tissue injuries account for 79-87% of all auto accident 
claims.  It is generally thought these types of injuries heal by themselves in 4-6 
weeks.  Because these cases are pretty "routine" in terms of medical treatment and 
your duration of pain and suffering, you are somewhat protected from losing out 
on a big bump in your case's value from not having an attorney.  The more 
medical bills you have, the more is at stake and the more an attorney can add value 
to your claim. 
 
Finally, I suggest the $6,000 limit on medical bills because if you go above this number, 
your injuries are usually more severe than just soft-tissue.  This amount will usually 
cover an emergency room visit and 4-6 weeks of chiropractor care or physical therapy.  
This size case is best suited for handling yourself because you have the option in 
Georgia of filing a lawsuit in small claims Court if settlement negotiations fail.  We 
should mention many attorneys, including us, do not usually take a case where you 
have represented yourself for a period of time.  Personally speaking, we want to 
prepare a case our way so that we know we have all the advantages available to us.  
Coming in behind someone with no legal experience usually involves a lot of clean up 
and a decreased value of a case because of the matter's poor positioning. 

That being said, here are some of the things you will need to do in order to handle 
your own personal injury claim should you choose to do so: 

1. Figure Out Your Statute of Limitations – Google it or go to a law 
library.  This is the very first thing an attorney looks at and you should 
too.  If you miss this deadline, you lose your case.  Be extremely certain.  
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There are general statutes of limitation, shorter deadlines for suing a 
government entity, and deadlines that get “suspended” for children and 
other special types of plaintiffs. You absolutely must understand this.  It 
gives you the ultimate deadline for handling your case. 

2. Get Appropriate Medical Treatment – If you were just in a car accident 
in the last 1-3 days, you need to seek out appropriate medical treatment.  If 
you went to an ER, the discharge instructions may have recommended you 
follow up with a doctor.  You may want to see your family doctor who can 
examine you and make the proper referrals.  Or, you may want to see a 
chiropractor.  We cannot caution you enough that you should only use 
your medical treatment to get better.  What do we mean?  Because medical 
bills are used to determine the value of a case, some people think running 
up (unnecessary) medical bills will get them to hit the lottery with their 
settlement.  Do not do this.  First, it is fraud.  Second, doctors catch on 
and will begin writing things in your medical records such as “malingering” 
and the insurance company will discover these.  The insurance adjusters 
have seen thousands of auto cases and can tell who is running up medical 
bills.  Finally, if you do this you will ruin the biggest factor in getting a fair 
settlement, your CREDIBILITY. 

3. Gather Evidence – Presenting as prepared and organized as possible will 
only increase the value of your claim.    

a) Photograph your car, your injuries, and the accident scene; 
b) Obtain copies of all your medical records and bills; 
c) Talk to eyewitnesses and get written statements if possible; 
d) Obtain the police report, with sketch of accident; 
e) Obtain documents that support lost wages.  These could be W-2’s, 

pay-stubs, or a letter from an employer; 
4. Write a Demand Letter – This is a formal letter that sets out your entire 

claim, along with all the documents that support it.  This is actually when 
you try to settle your own claim.  Take your time and make it neat.  Use 
tabs and keep it well-organized.  Typically, you would also want to make a 
demand – the amount of money you want.  The problem is you probably 
do not know what your case is worth.  Consider not making a demand and 
letting the insurance company make the first offer. 

5. Negotiate.  After you send a demand letter you will begin negotiating 
with the insurance company.  There are whole books written on the art of 
negotiation. 

In case you skipped right to this Chapter, we also suggest you read the Pre-Suit Stage 
description in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 to learn about what to do and not do with 
insurance companies. 
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BONUS:  Understanding 
UM Insurance 
Shocking information on the insurance your family needs most, but 
insurance companies don’t want you to have 

eorgia requires its drivers carry at least $25,000 in liability insurance.  Liability 
insurance refers to the other driver's insurance that pays for your damages.  
If you look at your automobile policy, you will usually see two numbers 
together that represent your liability coverage - "25,000/50,000" for 

example.  This means $25,000 per person and $50,000 per occurrence.  "Per 
occurrence" in this example means that total insurance coverage for damages, no 
matter how many people were hurt, is capped at $50,000. 

Underinsured Motorist (UM) Insurance is the Most 
Important Insurance You Can Purchase  
Any personal injury attorney who handles automobile accidents will tell you the 
following scenario occurs all too often and is one of the saddest moments in any 
attorney's practice ... 
 
Imagine a loved one is driving home from work late one night when he/she is hit 
head-on by a drunk driver.  The loved one survives, but not without the difficult 
struggle of rehabilitative therapy.  He/she is left facing hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in medical bills.  The drunk driver only carried the minimum $25,000 in 
insurance.  To make matters worse, the other driver has no assets or money to 
speak of.  This is when the attorney asks the dreaded question - "How much UM 
Insurance do you have?"  The client almost always responds - "UM Insurance, 
what's that?"  There is usually no UM Insurance.  Your loved one would only 
receive $25,000 in this scenario. 
 
UM insurance insures against uninsured drivers and drivers who do not have 
enough coverage to fully compensate you.  It is insurance you purchase to protect 
yourself and your family from the above scenario.  It also protects you from hit-
and-run drivers.  It is cheap to purchase and yet most people don't have it.  Why?  
Because the insurance companies don't explain how important it is.  The bottom 
line is that you should carry as much UM Insurance as you can afford.  We also 
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have our suspicions the insurance companies do not push UM insurance because 
it is difficult to price.  There is simply no way they can predict the actions of every 
other driver on the roads to price the coverage, whereas when you purchase your 
liability insurance they look at your driving record to see what kind of driver you 
are and price your policy accordingly. 
 
 
UM Insurance is so important to you and your loved ones that if you do not 
understand the above information, call me and we will walk you through it at no 
charge. 
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BONUS:  How to Pick Your 
Attorney 
This is the first decision since your accident you control.  It is also 
the most important. 

ou have just been devastated by an injury.  The last thing you need right 
now is to pick the wrong personal injury attorney for your type of injury.  
Choosing an attorney is the first and most important decision in your 
struggle to obtain maximum compensation for your trauma.  Slow down.  

Learn about a personal injury case and how to pick the right lawyer.  Then hire a 
lawyer and begin the road to recovery knowing you have made the right decision. 
 
First, you shouldn't hire a lawyer based on advertising alone.  The Yellow Pages 
and the Internet are filled with ads and websites all saying the same thing.  The 
reality is you have no idea how good a personal injury lawyer is based on a picture 
of the person, a 10-item list of "practice areas," and the same promise everyone 
makes for a free consultation.  You need to get behind the ads and see who is best 
for your particular type of case. 

Where Do I Get Names Of Attorneys To Consider?   
While it will eventually come down to whether you trust the lawyer you are 
thinking about hiring will do a good job for you, here are our suggestions for 
finding lawyers to interview (that's right we said interview!): 

1. Ask a friend for the name of a personal injury lawyer in Atlanta, but make 
sure to ask your friend questions about what they liked and did not like 
about their lawyer.  Also be careful in the type of lawyer your friend is 
recommending.  Divorce and DUI lawyers are the most frequently used 
attorneys so the probability is your friend may be giving you the name of 
someone who does not focus on personal injury. 
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2. Ask an attorney you know for a referral to someone who focuses on 
personal injury.  Most lawyers are extremely protective of their reputation, 
so they should not send you to someone who they think is not good 
because it reflects poorly on the lawyer you asked for the referral. 

3. Look in the Yellow Pages.  The Yellow Pages provides a listing of 
personal injury lawyers in your area.  But you must, absolutely must, 
understand the type of practice the attorney advertising in the Yellow 
Pages is running.  Pay attention to those who list too many specialties.  For 
example, can someone really be the best in criminal law, divorce, and 
personal injury all at the same time?  You also must watch for how 
selective they are with their cases.  Many of the attorneys who run full-
page or two full-page ads handle much higher case loads and typically take 
small cases that we do not accept because they hope to make a living on 
volume.  These types of practices are sometimes called "mills."  Your best 
bet is to get on the Internet and research the attorneys appearing in the 
Yellow Pages.  Because so many lawyers have such horrible ads, this is 
your only shot at getting behind the ads. 

Once I have names, how do I decide? 
You need to interview them.  Ask questions.  The following is a list of questions 
you might consider asking your prospective attorney and will give you a good start 
in getting into the right frame of mind for hiring an attorney. 
 
Personal Injury Lawyer Interview Questionnaire 
First you should ask the attorney, when you speak to him/her, whether they have 
any information, reports, or a website you can use to learn more about his/her 
qualifications and practice before you walk into the door.    
 
Second, an attorney who takes his/her time to answer these questions is very likely 
to personally attend to you and your case as it develops.  You should also leave the 
interview not feeling pressured to sign an Attorney-Client Agreement. 
 
Third, if an attorney contacted you directly without being asked to, and you are 
reading this because you are thinking of calling him/her, please know Georgia 
Rules of Ethics 7.3 prohibits a lawyer from directly contacting you in the first 30 
days after your accident.  Plus, why would a successful, respected attorney chase a 
case like that? 
 
Attorney’s Background & Experience 

1. Do you handle any types of cases other than personal injury?  Personal injury 
law, despite the number of attorneys who say they can do it, is extremely 
complicated.  Yes, most attorneys can get by with just knowing the bare 
minimum, but the law changes every day as new cases are decided and new 
laws created.  Personal injury lawyers must also be experts at dealing with 
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insurance, from finding all the available insurance, to knowing how 
insurance adjusters operate. 

2. Did you have a career prior to becoming a lawyer?  Most lawyers go 
straight from college to law school.  Some of the best attorneys I have met 
had substantial careers before becoming a lawyer and can bring a vast 
amount of non-legal experience into a case. 

3. Have you ever been arrested?  Shouldn’t you know if your attorney has 
ever been accused of breaking the law? 

4. Are you computer savvy?  Technology is critical to your case, especially the 
smaller the lawyer’s firm.  A modern law office must be organized.  The 
easiest and most efficient way to accomplish this is with technology.  It 
also provides you (the client) with e-mail contact, instant messaging, access 
to all your documents electronically, etc. to communicate with your 
attorney. 

5. How many trials have you done?  How many juries have you picked? 
6. Have you ever had a Bar complaint filed against you? 
7. Have you ever worked for an insurance defense firm?  This is the other 

side of your case – they are attorneys the insurance companies hire to 
defend people in lawsuits.  Ideally, your attorney would start out their 
career working for insurance companies so they "know the enemy."  When 
we first accept a case, we spend several hours brainstorming on the case as 
if we were still insurance defense attorneys.  This allows us to strategically 
plan your case and anticipate what the defense is going to throw at us. 

Communication Skills & Case Handling 

8. Who will be handling my case day-to-day?  In other words, whom are you 
going to have to call when you have a question about your case?  You will 
find that the larger the law firm and the more cases they handle, the more 
likely it is that a paralegal (a legal assistant who does more than just an 
assistant) or a junior attorney is handling your case.  If you want to make 
sure, ask who will be attending depositions and in court for motions.  
These are typically the two time consuming tasks that attorneys send 
junior attorneys to attend. 

9. Do you take phone calls after normal business hours? 
10. How often do you update me on the status of my case?  The insurance 

companies require their attorneys report on the status of a case every 30 
days.  Shouldn't you require at least the same? 

11. How many cases do you handle? 
12. How do you feel about teaching your clients the law? 
13. Can you communicate everything with me by email instead of by letters? 
14. Do you outsource any of your work? 
15. What will you be doing in my case? 
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Trick Questions 

16. Do you have doctors you can refer me to or who will treat me on a lien 
(i.e. without paying up front)?  While some attorneys keep lists of doctors 
who will treat you on a lien and refer you to those doctors, we do not do 
this because of one extremely important reason - CREDIBILITY. As a 
former insurance defense attorney, we always asked personal injury victims 
who referred them to what doctors and how was it being paid for.  We 
would then depose the doctors under oath and find out how much of their 
business/patients/money were coming from the plaintiff's attorney.   The 
result was almost always that the plaintiff's attorney, the doctor, and 
ultimately the person who was injured lost all credibility in front of a jury.  
Be forewarned. 

17. Why do you want to represent me?  Or, why is my case worth your time 
and effort? 

18. Can you give me the names of some other attorneys to get a second 
opinion?  If your attorney is good, why should the attorney be afraid of 
losing your case? 

19. How long will my case take?  This is only a trick question if they respond 
by saying something like a couple of months.  This means they do not try 
cases.  If an attorney tries cases, he/she will tell you at least a year to a year 
and a half if they have to file a lawsuit. 

Miscellaneous Questions 

20. What new changes in case law or the Georgia statutes affect my case? 
21. What do you love most about being a lawyer? 
22. What makes a good attorney in your opinion? 
23. What is your biggest concern about my case so far? 
24. What records should I keep and how do you recommend I organize 

them?  We send clients, in the initial letter, instructions on what to keep 
and what to pay attention to as they recover from their injuries. 

25. What do you include in your costs (i.e. the money you are going to owe in 
addition to the contingency fee)?  Some attorneys charge for everything 
from making copies to postage.   

26. Are you going to give me any instructions or guides so I can help make my 
case the very best possible? 
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About the Attorneys 
 
avid M. Van Sant received his Bachelor of Business Administration 
degree from Kennesaw State University and received his Juris 
Doctor with honors from Georgia State University College of Law.  Mr. 

Van Sant focuses his practice on two main practice areas (1) representing 
individuals who have suffered injuries through the fault of others and (2) 
representing  a variety of businesses and individuals in commercial and business 
litigation matters. 

Mr. Van Sant is an experienced trial lawyer.  Prior to forming his own firm he 
practiced with a large insurance defense firm in Atlanta where he gained valuable 
experience and training while representing many of the largest employers and 
insurers in the nation.  Now he utilizes that experience to represent individuals 
who have suffered personal injuries. 

When it comes to commercial and business litigation, his large firm experience and 
business background brings a valuable perspective to many legal issues facing his 
clients, often creating an advantage in their favor. 

In 2008, he moved his practice to Cumming, Georgia with a vision to provide 
quality legal services to a variety businesses and individuals.  Mr. Van Sant is active 
in the community and lives in Cumming with his wife, Carol, and their three 
children.  He enjoys coaching little league, hunting, fishing and playing golf. 

utton T. Slover is has represented clients throughout Georgia for all types 
of injuries. While a large law firm may dismiss your case as unimportant, we 
understand that it may be a very big issue in your life. No matter how minor 
your injuries seem to others, they are important to you. We will fight for 

your interests in securing compensation from the negligence of others. 

From our offices, we are capable of representing clients throughout the entire 
state of Georgia. No matter the extent of your claim, it is important that you are 
aware of your rights. As such, you need to act quickly to protect your rights and 
failure to act quickly may result in a loss of your legal action. 

You are always welcome to contact Mr. Van Sant or Mr. Slover to discuss your case.  If 
they cannot help you, they will refer you to an attorney who can.  
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Van Sant & Slover, LLC 
Cumming: (770) 886-9199 

Atlanta: (404) 768-0292 
Macon: (478) 254-3539 
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